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Question: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Corrected Answer: 
 
 
 

This map depicts two possible locations to build a new supermarket in the town of 
Garlsdon. It is evident from the map that Garlsdon has the highest population comparing to 
the surrounding towns. 
 
 According to what is shown, the countryside occupies a huge area of the town, while 
the industrial area account for the majority of the northern area. The first possible site is 
between the northern side of the industrial zone and the Hindon town that has 65,000 
citizens. The location will make the supermarket a sharing business between the two towns 
as it is close to the railway and the main road that link them. 
 
 On the southern region, there are two villages Bransdon and Cransdon with high 
population of 15,000 and 29,000 respectively. In the town center, just below the railway, 
the other potential site for the supermarket iswhere there is no traffic zoneandit is close to 
the residential area. 
 
 To sum up, we could say that the southern area is more appropriate for the new 
business as it is close to the town center as well as there are two near by towns. 
 
190 words 

Commented [ielts1]: compared (Formation of word is not 
correct here; so, the mistake has been corrected by 
providing appropriate word.) 

Commented [ielts2]: accounts (Maintain subject verb 
agreement. 
The main subject is singular here (area), so write this verb in 
its singular form. 
E.g. He plays daily. E.g. They play daily. (he- singular, plays- 
singular = they- plural + play – plural.) 
E.g. Five kilometers is a long distance to run. (Now, 5 kms is 
'one' entity, so write 'is' as verb here) 
Explore these links related to subject verb agreement. 
Thanks) 
https://webapps.towson.edu/ows/sub-verb.htm 
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/SubjectVerb.html 
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgre
e.asp 
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgre
e.asp 

Commented [ielts3]: share (1)We never use an indefinite 
article (a/ an) before uncountable noun and plural form of 
noun 
For better understanding please explore the link given 
below:- 
https://www.englishgrammar.org/mistakes-articles/ 
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/grammar-
lesson-articles.php#.VROPhVYxFSU 
 
2)Write in accordance with simple present tense here) 
Please explore the link below :- 
https://www.grammarly.com/blog/simple-present/ ...

Commented [ielts4]: links (Maintain subject verb 
agreement. 
The main subject is singular here (that), so write this verb in 
its singular form.) 
 

Commented [ielts5]: situated, (This word has been added 
to complete the expression; else the expression remains 
incomplete.) 
 

Commented [ielts6]: ; (Semi colon is required here] 
For better understanding please explore the link given 
below:-) 
https://writing.wisc.edu/handbook/grammarpunct/semicol
ons/ 
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/writing-
punctuation-tips.php ...

Commented [ielts7]: , (Comma is required to be used here.  
Please explore rules related to use of comma in the link 
given below:- 
https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/commas.asp 
Comma is required to be used here, please explore the link 
given in comment) 
 

Commented [ielts8]: nearby (Several “words” are 
sometimes written as one unit and sometimes as two, for 
example under way and underway, any more and anymore, 
and so forth.  
Sometimes whether you write them one way or the other is 
simply a matter of house style or regional or personal ...

https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar/subjectVerbAgree.asp
https://www.englishgrammar.org/mistakes-articles/
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/grammar-lesson-articles.php#.VROPhVYxFSU
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/grammar-lesson-articles.php#.VROPhVYxFSU
https://www.grammarly.com/blog/simple-present/
https://writing.wisc.edu/handbook/grammarpunct/semicolons/
https://writing.wisc.edu/handbook/grammarpunct/semicolons/
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/writing-punctuation-tips.php
https://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/writing-punctuation-tips.php
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Evaluation: 
 
Great to see your writings again, Hussien.. seems you’re working hard and improving each 
time! 
Your estimated score is: 
 

Overall Task Response 
Cohesion and 

Coherence 
Vocabulary Grammar 

7.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 

 
 
 
What you have done really well: 

1. Paragraphing is properly managed.  
2. It is a very good response, just improve upon the edits. Thanks  

 
What you can improve: 

1. Improve upon mistakes pertaining to subject verb agreement.  
2. Improve upon use of punctuation.  
3. Improve upon mistakes pertaining to word choice and word formation. 

 
 

 
 
 
All these points have been explained in comments. So, revise all the related comments. 
Thanks  
 
 
 
Finally, always remember that practice make perfect! So, keep it up! 
 
Regards, 

 
Sachin 
Your IELTS Writing Examiner 
13+ years of experience correcting IELTS writing tasks. 
sachin@dalilk4ielts.com 


